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Hejira are a group of Londoners with a diverse collective heritage. Borne of 
many years experience performing individually in a bewildering amount of 
styles with the likes of Nitin Sawhney, Eric Lau, Amy Winehouse and 
Connan Mockasin, the band seek to build this musicianship into a visceral, 
passionate yet tender sound. As such their debut album, Prayer Before 
Birth, plays out like an ensemble-piece, a debut of rare composure that 
possesses a searching musical sensibility. Having garnered a slew of praise 
from the likes of The Guardian, Q, Uncut, The Fly, DJ Mag, SPIN & FACT 
for Prayer Before Birth, Hejira are set to release their new double A-side 
single Echoes/Dancing Around Control on April 28th. 
  

Lifted from the selected recordings of their critically acclaimed debut are 
two tracks that exemplify their audacious aural confection as well as 
remixes by fellow travellers from London’s burgeoning left-field pop scene. 
This double A-side acts as both the perfect introduction and inspired 
continuation of their musical journey.                                                  
 

Echoes, the album’s explosive sonic center piece, is here transformed by 
Crewdson into a soft-focus, cuts ‘n’ clicks bliss out that straddles the right 
side of neo-jazz-experimental with class. 
 

Dancing Around Control is a new track culled from the same musical 
ideology that gave rise to the bands debut. Kwes sculpts an infectious slice 
of digitally refracted, avant-P-funk on his rework that chimes perfectly with 
Hejira’s philosophy: joyous yet reflective. 
 

Accompanying the release is a series of live performance films of Hejira, 
which showcase their awe-inducing musicianship and spell-binding stage 
craft. The films, directed by Faith Millin, comprise of performances from 
their album launch last October featuring an 18-piece ensemble with a choir 
and trombone section. Here is conclusive proof that studio sorcery and the 
live arena aren’t mutually exclusive. 
 

Hejira will launch the double A side single with a live performance at Oslo in Hackney Central on 30th April 2014. 
 

Recent Press:   
 

“Genre-defying music, by turns soothing and savage.” New Band of the Day. The Guardian 
 
“It’s a rich, knotty piece of heavily orchestrated instrumental rock, reminiscent of The Invisible and RocketNumber9.” 
FACT 
 

“This mostly excellent debut album bristles with spine-shivering boy-girl harmonies and sinewy, jazzy, agreeably wonky 
melodies. 7/10.” Uncut Magazine 

 

“…immersive, the sort of thing you can get lost in, only to then forget you’re even lost and just carry on as normal.”  
Track of the Day. The Fly Magazine 
     

Artist Links                       
Website: http://www.hejira.info  
Twitter: https://twitter.com/hejira_info 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/hejira.info/info  
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Tracklisting:  
1. Echoes 
2. Dancing Around Control 
3. Echoes (Crewdson Remix) 
4. Dancing Around Control (Kwes Rework) 
5. Echoes 'Live At The Round Chapel' Film 
 

 
 

 


